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Overview

Define the four types of insurance agents
Explain the licensing process for
becoming an agent
List the three main responsibilities of the
agent
Distinguish the three types of authority
granted to the agent

Course
Agenda 



Self Check
 

What is
Insurance?



Self Check
 

Possible Exam Question: 
Insurance is:

A method of handling pure risk, by
spreading it over a large number of similar

individuals. 



What is an Agent?

An agent is someone who has
received the authority to act on

behalf of someone else.  
There are different types of

agents and different types of
authority.  



What is an Agent?
The two basic types of insurance agent are the

sales agent and the adjuster. 

The sales agent receives the authority to sell and
service insurance policies for an insurer. 

The adjuster is an agent who receives the
authority to make decisions regarding different

claims brought against the insurer.   



Authority of an Agent

An insurer gives authority to an agent by way of a
contract which spells out the agent's specific
duties, guidelines, and responsibilities in
conducting business on behalf of an insurer. 

Insurance adjusters also act as agents when they
are contracted to settle claims on an insurer’s
behalf. However, adjusters in this position usually
don’t have as much authority as regular agents.

 



Power to Bind

An agent’s authority can bind.
What the agent says or does can
bind the insurer
Agents should take the utmost
care in what they say and do
Even if the agent makes mistakes,
the insurer may have to accept
them



3 Major
Responsibilities of
Contracted Agents

1.Adhere to or follow the contract
2.Use reasonable judgement and care at all times
3.Provide all necessary information and documentation
to the insurer



When an agent is contracted to work for an insurer, he has the authority to conduct business
on behalf of that insurer.  There are three types of authority granted in agency relationships. 

 These are:   
Express Authority,  
Implied Authority,   

and Apparent Authority

Types of
Authority



3 Types of
Authority

Express
Apparent
Implied



Sell policies
Collect premiums
Issue binders
Offer discounts (ex bundled policies)
Cancel insurance

Authority that is directly granted to the
agent in writing via the agent’s contract
Agents usually have express authority to:

Express Authority



Jack helps Sarah select all the coverages
available with her new policy, collects a check
from Sarah for her premium payment, and
issues Sarah a binder.

Jack then explains that he can offer her a
discount on her homeowners’ policy, because
XYZ Insurance discounts premiums for
consumers who package all their insurance
needs with XYZ Insurance. 

Express Authority



Implied Authority

Portraying oneself as a representative
Wearing a name tag with company logo
Handing out company business cards
Words and actions that go ‘hand-in-hand’ with express
authority and are usual in order to perform an agent’s duties

The authority that the public reasonably believes the agent to
have, based on the agent’s representations

These representations include:



Apparent Authority

Granted when the insurer does NOT act
By not correcting the agent, the insurer implies consent

Indirect authority that is granted when the insurer does not
correct its agent, even though the agent may be acting in error



Authority 
Review? Express authority - is specifically granted in writing

within the agents contract where the agent receives
the authority to act on its behalf. 

 
Implied authority - is authority granted to do the

usual and proper activities that are reasonable for
the public to believe the agent has, even if it is not

expressly granted in writing. 
 

Apparent authority - refers to when the insurer is
bound by the agent’s actions and judgment, even

when the agent has made a mistake. 



Adhere to contract at all times
Use reasonable judgment
Supply all pertinent information to the insurer

Agent
Receives the authority to act on behalf of another

Responsibilities of an Agent
1.
2.
3.



4 Types of Sales
Agents



Know the Difference

Exclusive
Agent

General Agent
Independent 

Insurance
Sales

Direct Writer



Independent Insurance
Sales Agent:

Self-employed
Offer insurance from more than one company
at the same time
They can compare and give rate quotes from
different companies
Find a policy that best suits the customer



Exclusive Agent

Also called Captive Agent
Commissioned
Represents only one insurer and only their policies



General Agent

Works for one insurance company
Supervises other exclusive agents
Trains other agents



Direct Agent

Salaried Employee
Works for only one company

The Direct Writer is similar to an Exclusive Agent in
that she works for only one company, selling
insurance directly to customers.  
But unlike Exclusive Agents, who work mainly for
commission, Direct Writers are salaried
employees.



Name 4 
Types of Agents
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Name 4 
Types of Agents



Major Adjusters Training

Hands On
Training

1-on-1 or Group
Setting

Hands-On
Courses

 Finish Quick. Attend
Every training. 

Career
In A Hurry? Let's Talk

Money Later. 



Claims Adjusters Community

E-mail Address
advisors@majoradjusters.com

Contact Us
How to reach us

@ClaimsAdjuster @Major Adjusters @ClaimsAdjusteroftheYear


